Ordo Franciscanus Secularis

VIEWPOINT
The Southern Region Newsletter 17.1
I have faith Lord; please help the little faith that I have
News from around the Region
Simon Peck, Minister to the Portsmouth Fraternity recently received an email from Richard
Gough, reporting the death of his mother Caryl. He said that Caryl had been a Secular
Franciscan in our area. Does anyone have any knowledge of her or her membership? I have
not found any record of her in the Portsmouth Fraternity. May God rest her soul in peace.
Portsmouth has had a couple of enquiries from potential members and is also in contact
with a professed member, who has recently moved to Titchfield from Canterbury.
The funeral of Sue Douet’s husband had a very good turnout. May God grant him eternal
rest and peace upon his family.
Dates for your Diary
Saturday May 6th is our day of Renewal which this year is back at the Sacred Heart Church in
Ascot. We had the day of renewal there in 2014 and we were made very welcome.
Saturday August 12th is the day for our annual gathering at Wintershall with anyone who has
a Franciscan heart. The past two years have been a great success; don’t miss this year.
Saturday September 16th is the date for the Regional Elections. They will be held at Park
Place, the Franciscan House in Wickham, Hampshire run by the FSMA Nuns. We held our
day of Renewal there last year. This is a whole day affair and all members are invited. The
morning will be given over to formation in preparation for the elections during the
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afternoon. Remember that each Fraternity has two votes in the election, along with the
out-going executive members.

A VIEWPOINT
What does the future of the Southern Region hold? Age is taking its toll. The number of
members who are ill and physically restrained from attending meetings is on the increase.
The Channel Islands seem to be further away from the mainland than ever. There are
isolated members in the west of the region who are unable to get to meetings because
either there isn’t a meeting or the distance to a meeting is prohibitive by public transport. If
we cannot bring members who are unwillingly isolated in to meetings, how can we take the
meeting out to them? What innovative ideas do we have for our future? We all are called
to make God known better; if we fail to do that with our own members, should we not be
ashamed of ourselves? Is there ever the danger of resting in the cosy comfort of our own
satisfaction? Are we examining our own situations with God on a daily basis?
We are CALLED; Called TO BE; Called to be FRANCISCAN.
That calling should be urging us in to ACTION. If you are asking, “What Action?”, then ask
again in your Fraternity. During this Lent let us all revisit the Rule with a new intent.
God knows what we need here in the South. God knows what we need to do in the Channel
Islands and in the West of the Region. God knows exactly what is needed from and for the
OSF. We apparently do not! Please do offer your thoughts and ideas. After all, the Order is
as much yours as anyone else’s!
Viewpoint offers you all the opportunity to float ideas, and if the ideas do not form then
float your questions.

Open our ears that we may hear You Lord.
Open our hearts that we may respond to You Lord.
Open our minds that we may think outside the box Lord!
I have faith Lord, please help the little faith that I have.
Lent is the time for renewal. It is the time for putting things right. It is the time for Arms
Giving, Penance, and Fasting. The first two are perhaps self-evident, but what about fasting?
What is fasting and what benefit does it bring? I have a favourite poem for daily prayer
during Lent, the one by David Herrick. We can quit a dish of meat but we should feed the
hungry soul; we should fast from strife and old debate and hate, to circumcise our life, to
show a heart grief-rent; to starve our sin, not bin- that’s to keep our Lent.

Lord, I am a sinner. Let me never forget that.
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Ladywell Fraternity visit to Cameroon January 19th-24th 2017 – Charles Marriott
and Charlotte McDowell
For the last two and a half years we have been twinned St Bonaventure Fraternity in Buea,
which is in the English speaking South West of Cameroon. It was always obvious that we
needed to meet face to face and that it would be easier for us to go there than vice versa.
Thursday 19th - Arrival
When we arrived in Douala and finally emerged into the arrivals hall, we were greeted with
the words ‘Peace and Good’ by Peter and Henry who had come to pick us up; this was the
usual greeting from all our Franciscan family in Cameroon, accompanied with smiles and big
hugs. Once we got out to the car park we were greeted by two members of the French
speaking Fraternity in Douala who had come all the way out to the airport just to greet us, a
humbling foretaste of all the kindness and hospitality to come. The ensuing slow drive
through rush hour traffic was charmingly different. When we came to the first major
roundabout traffic was moving in both directions! While Peter was expertly weaving his way
in front of a vast articulated lorry we came to a brief stop with a very small gap between us;
through this gap motorbikes with 2, 3, sometimes 4 aboard were serenely taking turns in
passing through in opposite directions. When we finally came to the only bridge crossing
the river out of Douala all four lanes were flowing out of town-great for us but interesting
for those coming the other way.
As we finally got moving, after crossing a second river that marks the passage into English
speaking western Cameroon, we started to climb gently through vast plantations of bananas
and also rubber trees. Due to the current political problems, of which more later, we were
briefly pulled over by the police before continuing through the dark and dusty African night
to our destination with the Missionaries of the Holy Rosary sisters at Buea. We eventually
arrived at around 9.00 to a very warm welcome and a supper of spaghetti. Once our heads
hit the pillow even unbelievably loud music from the local nightclub couldn’t keep us awake.
Friday 20th – Bishop, Shrine, and Friary
We were up at 5.30 for Mass at 6 o’clock in the little octagonal chapel that was full to
overflowing-including some sleepy looking children-but once the singing started we were all
deeply engaged in the mystery of Eucharist. After breakfast Peter and Henry (Minister and
Secretary of the Fraternity respectively) collected us for a ‘courtesy’ visit to Bishop
Emmanuel who had helped with the paperwork for our visas. As we got out of town, we
began to appreciate the wonderfully lush and fertile countryside with tree covered hills and
valleys as far as the eye could see, and above us the 4,000 meters of Mount Cameroon, the
tallest in West Africa. On arrival, it was immediately obvious that the fearsomely efficient
diary secretary had not been expecting us; we were soon shown to a large waiting room in
another part of the building. As we waited, we were able to talk with the many members of
the Fraternity who had been able to join us and learn a little more about each other and also
the political situation.
When the Bishop eventually joined us from what was clearly a very busy schedule, he
welcomed us warmly and spoke with us at some length. He made it clear that he has a great
fondness for St. Francis and also his namesake, the Pope,-and is a great supporter of OFS. In
conversation he made the memorable observation that ‘I am not a great fan of Theologians,
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even Aquinas; they can find so many different meanings in a piece of scripture, when all that
really matters is how God is speaking to us in our hearts, and how we follow Jesus in our day
to day lives…’. This seemed to us to be an excellent creedal statement which perhaps more
Bishops should follow. He was a most gracious and very grounded human being with clearly
a great pastoral gift-all of which was endorsed by our friends in conversation later. After a
brief photo call with Bishop Emmanuel we set off further into the countryside to a newly
dedicated shrine.

We passed through thousands of acres of tea plantation followed by eucalyptus plantations
providing wood to dry the tea, some very simple villages, and eventually parked in the
middle of nowhere. Following a well-made path downhill, we entered the Shrine and
continued down past an open sided chapel at the bottom of the valley where there is water
gushing out of a sheer rock face, a pure natural spring which almost immediately disappears
again into mother earth. Right beneath the spring there is a metal walkway which is lapped
by the flowing water. We found an elderly man, standing barefoot and deep in prayer, who
was holding a laminated graduation day photo into the flow of the water. I guess the young
man in the picture was his son and all we could do was add our prayers to his. The whole
place spoke of ‘living waters welling up for eternal life’. It was also wonderfully cool in the
shade beneath the spring.
Next we climbed up almost into the clouds to visit the first Church built in this part of
Cameroon by German Marist fathers. It was a spectacular spot, though the views that day
were obscured by clouds, but it did allow us to cool down again in the strong breeze. We
now retraced our steps back to Buea and to a delicious lunch at the Capuchin Friary-home to
Fr. Martin, spiritual adviser to our twins. We were joined here by other members of the
Fraternity, several of whom brought contributions to the meal. Charlotte and I sat out on
the veranda to eat and had a long talk with Peter in which we learned more about each
other.
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Time now to reflect on the current situation in Western Cameroon as we now understood it.
Historically Cameroon was, in recent times, German until the end of the First World War
when it was eventually partitioned between France and England. This endured until end of
colonialism in 1961, which saw the country reunited with over 80% French and less than
20% English speakers. Since then, and increasingly under the current President Biya (in
office since 1982), the English speaking population have been significantly marginalised and
discriminated against, all the highest ranking government and state positions going to
Francophones for example. Last year a group of Anglophone lawyers got together to protest
at last the fact that English speakers are tried and sentenced in a language many cannot
understand, crazy in the 21st century when simultaneous translation is so easily available.
Soon the lawyers were joined by teachers protesting increasing appointments of French
speakers into English schools. As an example, one of the very bright young Sisters where we
were staying is being taught at degree level by four lecturers none of whom speak her
language!
As a result of the above there has been some understandable civil unrest in which
Government forces shot student demonstrators in Bamenda at the end of last year, and also
detained some eminent lawyers, academics, teachers, and, most recently, journalists. There
is also currently a Government imposed internet blackout throughout English speaking
areas. Several of those detained await trial before a Military tribunal on charges of
‘terrorism’ which can attract the death penalty. In consequence there is currently a wellstructured programme of Civil Disobedience in Western Cameroon. Each Monday and
Tuesday, from 6.00 a.m. to 6.00 p.m. all traffic and commerce ceases, in Pidgin this is known
as ‘Ghost Town’. Please pray for the situation, and also make as many people aware of it as
possible; our friends out there are very keen for the world to know of their problems.
Saturday 21st-Fraternity Meeting
On Saturday we were collected at 8 o’clock to travel the few miles to Mutengene Parish
compound for a meeting of St Bonaventure Fraternity held in our honour. After a brief chat
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with the delightful Parish Priest, Fr Pat Harrington from Bantry Bay in West Cork, we went to
a joyful Mass celebrated by Fr Martin in a small chapel and featuring Brother Nelson on
bongos. Then out into the open air where Fraternity slowly gathered in an open sided raised
hut. As we came together Charlotte was able to give out photos of their prayer partners to
most of the Fraternity, while I finally got to meet my own partner Gladys face to face. Once
all had arrived, a small group sang a song of welcome which soon developed into a vigorous
dance, which I joined enthusiastically while Charlotte sat on the wall filming.

Peter as Minister then officially welcomed us, and gave us a brief history of their Fraternity
which was the first in English speaking Cameroon. Back in 1975, one couple started writing
around internationally to find out about OFS, and after having heard back from Italy
eventually found a French speaking group within the country. There are now three English
speaking Fraternities and I’m sure the other two would also welcome UK twins…
After I had spoken a little about our group in England, and most importantly answered a
number of sometimes quite challenging questions, we broke for a lunch. I particularly
enjoyed the fufu (like a smoother version of polenta), which I remembered from my
childhood in Ghana, served with a gently piquant spinach dish as accompaniment. Our
conversations continued over the meal, and afterwards they very kindly presented Charlotte
and me with gifts of native clothing and helped us to put them on-cue more photos!
Looking back on the trip it seems to me that this meeting with the whole group might well
have been the highlight. There were something like 30 people there altogether, ranging
from the life professed to enquirers, and including several youngsters who are hopefully the
start of a youth group. This exemplifies the vigour of the young Church in Africa, found also
in the joyous exuberance of the liturgy, a quality we need to recapture in our part of the
world perhaps. We of course have other gifts to share; one of the themes I spoke of was the
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contemplative strand of our Franciscan heritage, not yet so prevalent there. Interestingly
two people, in completely separate conversations, said almost exactly the same thing;
namely that Christianity in Cameroon was very much all about talking, not yet having found
the depths of silence. The other great strength of the day was the simple fact of us meeting
up physically, as a symbol of our shared journey. Again looking back it seems that knowing
each other and praying for each other is primary, and of true value in our somewhat
fractured world.
After a quick trip across the road to a large open air market to buy some leather sandals for
the Wintershall props department we were driven back to the Convent for the night with the
promise of a day trip to the coast after Mass the following day. On our evening pre-supper
walk into town we reflected on the day we had spent with our ‘twins’ and what a joy it was
for us to be there-we also noticed that Barack Obama photograph was unwittingly
promoting a roadside juice bar-not something his successor is likely to be doing.
Sunday 22nd-Trip to Limbe
Sunday morning Peter picked us up to take us to Mass at Mutengene in the vast church we
had seen only from outside the previous day. It was a gloriously joyous celebration with a
huge choir, vibrant drumming, and an interactive homily opened by acapella song in which
all joined. A lovely detail was a long procession of families going up as part of the offertory
procession taking gifts for the parish clergy, mostly very useful bottled water. Robust words
in a long passionate homily, largely delivered without microphone (which stopped working
early on), squarely addressed the political/social problems with the trenchant and
theologically sound observation that true Peace must be based on Justice. Hugely
welcoming smiles and hugs were shared at the sign of peace. All in all, there was a
congregation of over 1,200 deeply united in the mystery of Christ…Alleluia!
After Mass we waited in the shade where others who had not been at the service joined us.
Soon a small minibus designed to hold 12/14 arrived and all 20 of us piled aboard for the 45
minute journey to the coast at Limbe. As soon as we started off the singing began, starting
with a rather jolly song joyously combining robust Christian faith with rugby song like
double-entendre, ‘ Our driver cannot satisfy us, our driver cannot satisfy us, Come to Jesus
and be satisfied… Our husbands cannot… etc.’ If and when our brothers and sisters come to
visit us we will be very hard pushed to match the quality and profusion of song and dance,
both liturgically and socially.
Our first stop was to see the site of the last major volcanic eruption back in 1992, a potent
reminder that we were on the lower slopes of a real live volcano. We climbed up some
steps and then followed a ragged path through the lava to a bamboo built viewpoint with a
thatched roof, from which we had a glorious view down to the Atlantic Ocean below us. We
could also see very clearly how the lava flow had carved a swathe several hundred yards
wide through the surrounding banana plantation.
After climbing down, by now a seriously hot business under a blazing tropical sun, we went
back into the edge of Limbe to visit the stunning Botanical Gardens founded in the 19 th
century by the Germans. Having had time to walk around and enjoy the natural beauty of
vast specimen trees decked with creepers and lianas, a large star fruit tree full of fruit, many
different types of palm trees, all of which providing lots of blessed shade, we made our
rendezvous with lunch. An excellent picnic lunch of fresh hot grilled mackerel had been
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delivered for us and was served on the grass; again something we would struggle to match.
While waiting for the food to be served I sat cross legged for a few moments meditation.
Hearing some gentle whispers I opened my eyes to see the two young boys in our party
sitting opposite exactly mirroring my posture. I was deeply touched, and felt the least I
could do was offer them brief instruction about Christian meditation, which we then briefly
shared.
When we had eaten we walked over to the small Commonwealth First World War cemetery
where we prayed together, very moving in the light of the current social problems which
come as a direct legacy of the colonial era.
Our final destination was right on the waterfront at the bottom of a small bay, with a view
out to a little tree covered Island which I suggested to Sister Lucy would make a great
location for a small retreat house/eco spa. She replied that it was in fact home of a very
traditional Cameroonian village, and if it had been less choppy at sea we would have seen
the inhabitants out fishing in dugout canoes without outboards. I climbed down onto the
beach to join Lucas, one of the younger members of the Fraternity, a sweet natured and
deeply prayerful man, who were it not for the current problems would be at University. He
was asking about my experiences with the Wintershall plays which I had mentioned the
previous day, and telling me about playing the part of Pontius Pilate in a Passion Play put on
by his youth group. When we climbed back up we got dragged into another photoshoot
with a local photographer, who had a quality digital camera and small printer so that he was
able to hand over the pictures instantly. I told him I had had to come all the way to West
Africa to see such adept use of modern technology!
Once the minibus had returned us to Mutengene, it was already time to say farewell to most
of our brothers and sisters as the next two days would be ‘Ghost Town’ from 6am to 6pm
and nobody was quite sure how it would go. One final photo call on the steps of the parish
church was followed by a long round of hugs, ‘Peace and Good’ and heartfelt mutual thanks.
Once all the others had left we set off again with Peter and Henry to visit brother Oliver, who
had explained on Saturday that he could not come with us to the coast but would like to
welcome us to ‘the simple place where I lay my head’. Given that Oliver is a hugely
respected senior member of the Fraternity, a retired teacher, lead catechist for Mutengene
parish, and vice-minister we both assumed that his simple place would perhaps be a
bungalow on its own plot with a little land. Neither Peter nor Henry had actually visited
Oliver before but having stopped to ask directions we pulled of the main road onto a barely
passable rutted track into a shantytown. We found Oliver waiting for us outside what truly
was a very simple concrete hut, where he introduced us to his sister and various daughters,
grandchildren and great grandchildren; all of which fitted with his mention the previous day
of a little traditional gathering.
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Then however came possibly the greatest honour I have ever been afforded in my life. Oliver
invited just Charlotte and me up the few steps, and into the darkness of his very small front
room. In there was a large table with chairs all the way around it, all occupied by mature
men. He now explained that these were the elders of his people in Bafut, 500 kilometres
away, who were visiting him, and explained to them that we were his Franciscan visitors
from England. Oliver and the youngest of the elders then sang and danced a very powerful
traditional greeting/blessing for us, after which they presented us both with beautifully
wrapped presents. Pretty much lost for words I managed to ask if it was OK to open the
presents.
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Oliver said yes, but mine was to be opened for me by the senior elder who, having done so,
placed on my head the small black hat it contained, explaining that this was something that
could only be worn in their community by an older man in good standing, never by a youth.
I was deeply moved as I watched Charlotte open her gift of a beautifully crafted, colourful
flower vase. For both of us this was a hugely touching moment that went way beyond
words. God Bless you Brother Oliver.
Monday 23rd-‘Ghost town’
After Mass and breakfast we went outside into an eerie silence, there being no traffic on the
normally busy main road, not even pedestrians or cyclists stirring. We sat out in the shade
on the veranda and reflected on the preceding four days, and also went through the brief
notes we had made as an aide memoire. Perhaps the main thing we both shared was joy in
the vivid experience of Africa, the endless smiles and laughter, the openness and trust of the
children, the extraordinary hospitality. In addition we had the beautiful view from where we
sat, a rolling wooded landscape with the cloud wrapped mountain rising above us, and an
endless variety of birds flying by or moving from tree to tree in search of food.
It was in fact a blessing to have a quieter day, though before lunch Br Martin, the Capuchin,
came to visit us, as it was safe for him to drive in his habit. He did in fact invite us to lunch
back at the friary but we had already made arrangements with the Sisters. As the day went
peacefully Peter was able to come well before 6 o’clock to take us to supper at his own
home. We were joined by Henry, Lucy, and Oliver, who make up the Fraternity council, and
welcomed by Peter’s wife Bernadette and son Emmanuel. Once we were sat down and
settled before supper young Emmanuel came and sat cross legged at my feet again. So I
joined him on the floor for a refresher course in mantra based meditation.
Bernadette served us lovely meal which started with a wondrous tropical fruit salad of
pineapple and pawpaw, followed by both fish and meat dishes accompanied by rice,
plantain, and’ bitter’ leaves. After the meal we had a glass of wine together to toast the
success of our visit, and they presented us with one final gift, a hand embroidered banner
for Ladywell Fraternity England from St Bonaventure Fraternity Cameroon.
It was a very happy evening with much joy and laughter, but also serious and measured
consideration of the problems for the country. Bernadette, like Br. Martin, should have been
defending her dissertation for her MA, but this is now on hold with all the Universities
closed for now. She also explained that as she was not a French speaker, and would not
resort to bribery, she was repeatedly passed over for promotion. We had learned a lot in a
very short time, mostly from such stories of people’s own direct experience. Please God the
resilient good humour of Africa will somehow triumph in the long term. It is the same
humour Lucy had shown when she had arrived earlier to pick us up, greeting us with hugs
and the words ‘ Happy Ghost Town’. Come to think of it, the Pidgin English phrase ‘Ghost
Town’, to describe the current program of civil disobedience, exactly typifies the essence of
African humour.
They dropped us home to the Convent for our last night with the Sisters, and by now it really
did feel like home. Just as I had thought before leaving England, now it was time to leave I
found myself wishing for a little more time to spend with our new found family.
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Tuesday 24th-Goodbyes
After our final morning Mass and breakfast, packing our cases and tidying our rooms, we sat
again on the veranda until lunchtime. There was a little more activity than the previous day,
but still an almost completely silent road. After an extended and high spirited lunch, we had
a brief and much needed siesta. We really had packed an awful lot into our short visit, and
have much to continue to reflect on.
As we sat outside the front door waiting for dear Peter and Henry to take us to the airport,
two of the young Sisters came out. Charlotte asked them where they were going, and they
explained that they were going to visit the elderly, but also to make time to talk to young
people about Jesus. Charlotte asked if the latter was easy. No, they replied, not always; but
some were now coming to Mass as a result. So here we had young girls going out to do
exactly what Christ asked us all to do, simply, without fuss, and effectively. It seems to me
we have much to learn from our Sisters and Brothers in Africa about living the Gospel life.
I ask you again to please remember Cameroon in your prayers, as we look forward to taking
two of our ‘twins’ to Assisi with us next September.

Peace and Good, Charles and Charlotte
-o-o-o-o-o-o-
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Ask; Search; Knock; Enter; and you will Find
The readings from the first full week of lent have inspired this sequence. What might that
be?
-o-o-o-o-o-o-

May the Lord bless you and keep you.
May the Lord set His face to shine upon you,
And be gracious to you.
May the Lord look upon you kindly
And give you peace.
May the Lord bless you

Viewpoint is the Newsletter for the Southern Region of the OFS and is published four times a
year, at the end of February, May, August, and November. Copy should be submitted by the
20th of the month of publication, either by email to cuerden2ed@talktalk.net or by land mail
to Edward Cuerden, 94, Mays Lane, Fareham, PO14 2ED.
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